~ Astro Overview for February 2019 ~
By Elizabeth Jones * Starpathways.com
Greetings! I realized it just didn't feel quite right to not
give you some insights into the month while we're busy
creating the new offering. So welcome to The Monthly
Beacon! TMB is a concise overview of the month's key
events and influences akin to the ACM Beacon but with
some changes (such as the box on page 2). Enjoy!
In Light ~Elizabeth

1: Overview: Key themes & areas of focus for the month: February brings a
time of adjusting to a new cycle that is still being unveiled. There are sure to be some
intriguing events and significant new perspectives as a result. To attune the cosmic
energies in play: •Embrace diversity; try something new; take a different approach to
old issues; access the higher mind for solutions; look for inspiration and fresh ideas; connect with
friends/community. Solutions and realizations can occur in an instant and at any time perhaps in odd
or unusual ways! Humanitarian concerns and the Global family are a major focus. Groups, friends,
neighbors and online communities are emphasized. Qualities to develop/focus on: •Connecting
with your higher mind thus raising your frequency paving the way for new realizations and insights.
Paying attention to your intuition and hunches. Opening to new perspectives resulting in a shift of
priorities or direction. What to be careful of: •Being too "out there" or eccentric. Taking risks
because you're bored or impatient. Being aloof or detached from your feelings. Getting mentally
over stimulated which can be related to too much time on electronic devices, TV, etc. What to be
grateful for: •New insights which may come in a flash. Seeing that you're being guided from
within/above even when you can't see/feel it.
What special opportunities to look for this month: •Synchronicities, coincidences and flashes of
insights that bring guidance, insights and messages. Considering new options especially those you
wouldn't ordinarily. Innovative solutions can appear from nowhere! Discovering new pathways that
move you towards your true potential and dreams.
1st>4th~Balsamic Moon Phase occurs 3+ days before the NM. It is the most mystical time of month
making it easier to perceive gateways and portals. Use this mystical energy to tap into what is
meaningful to you at a soul level. You may feel spacy/ungrounded. Intuition is stronger than usual.
4th~New Moon in 15˚45' Aquarius at 1:04 pm PT What is unique and unconventional is brought to
life. New beginnings are at hand though likely to be in ways/areas you hadn't anticipated or
expected. Consider that the Universe may have something better in mind for you than you'd thought.
A beautiful sextile from Jupiter brings hope while opening doorways though they made need a push,
meaning we need to do our part in order to benefit from this positive influence. Beginnings come
from considering new options and staying open to new avenues and directions.
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19~Full Moon/Super Moon at 0˚42' Virgo at
7:53 am PT There are 5 planets in Earth signs
and 3 in Water signs during this FM inviting
you to find ways to incorporate your spiritual
essence, beliefs and truths into your everyday
life…a key is to keep it simple! Also
emphasized are walking your talk, your health
and well-being, habits and service. Insights,
messages and answers may be "hidden" in the
details. Pay attention to the small stuff!
....................................

Spiritual Focus for the Month
Key spiritual themes this month: Connecting to
your soul group (see below). Exploring and
embracing higher truths and new perspectives,
ideals and truths. Discovering more about your
dreams and vision for this time of your life.
Developing your intuition. Also emphasized:
Metaphysics; Astrology, ESP; the etheric body.
Aquarius is “The Light that shines on Earth and
which ever shines within the dark and is
cleansing with its healing rays that which must
be purified until the dark has gone.” (Esoterist
Malvin Atley) Affirmation: I allow my
uniqueness to shine and I share it in ways that
will help others. Quote: "Being true to yourself
and your dreams is a very high form of
spirituality." ~Unknown
....................................

Connecting to Your Soul Group
Being on a spiritual path can be lonely at times.
You may experience being misunderstood or
that you're not really seen or heard for who you
truly are. Even though you may not be aware of
it, on the inner planes you are connected to a
group made up of souls who travel near you,
not only in this lifetime, but also others and
whom you share a similar vibration and feel
accepted, supported and loved. *In previous
visualizations for February I've done one called
"Your Soul Group." If you still have that you
can do it this month as it resonates with the
Solar energies. This visualization was inspired
by a dream I had several years ago.
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:: February Events ::
2/1 Mars square Pluto (1/30>2/3)
Dynamic & volatile. Deep feelings and hidden agendas
surface, avoid over reacting & slow down! Obstacles to
progress need to be faced. Power struggles & conflicts are
likely.

2/3 Venus enters Capricorn until 3/1
Emotions tend towards being practical & reserved; financial
concerns arise; good for budgeting & financial planning.

2/1-2/4 Mystical Balsamic Moon Phase
<See info on this doc.
2/4 New Moon at 15˚45' Aquarius at 1:04 pm PT
<See info on this doc.
2/10 Mercury enters Pisces until 4/16
Mind seeks ways to be inspired & that increase faith. Very
mystical; opens portals to higher realms. Pay attention to
messages. Can be spacy, hard to focus on practical matters.

2/12 Mars conjunct Uranus (2/9>2/16)
Can trigger chaos, turmoil. Event is occurring at last degree of
Aries (29˚) indicating a cycle ends & perhaps in dramatic
fashion. The last degree of a sign is called a "critical degree"
indicating that significant events can take place. Avoid being
impulsive or rash & slow down! "Breakdowns for
breakthroughs" comes to mind. Think of this as an
opportunity to reinvent yourself or some aspect of your life.

2/14 Mars enters Taurus until 3/30
Can be helpful in restoring order. Grounding; connecting
with nature & Gaia stabilizes the core. Emphasizes financial
sectors. Can be stubborn & unyielding. Seeks simplicity &
encourages what is natural & organic.

2/18 Sun enters Pisces until 3/20
The mystical & spiritual gets emphasized. The yearly solar
cycle ends, hence completions take place. Energy feels
vague, undefined, mysterious. Notice subtle shifts in the
ethers & messages that come in dreams & through symbols.
A renewal of faith can occur during this time.

2/18 Chiron re-enters Aries until 2026
Brings focus to what must happen for self-healing to occur.
Tending to your personal space/environment becomes a
priority. Can be empowering over time as old wounds are
healing & new patterns take place in your being (at various
levels). Strength you didn't know you had emerges.

2/19 Full Moon/SM at 0˚42' Virgo at 7:53 am PT
<See info on this doc.
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